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Answer-to-Question-__1_

1)

a. It is necessary at the outset to determine the character of the payment made by

ABC to its AE and affiliates.  The payment needs to be evaluated from the angle of 

business profits and fee for technical services, falling respectively under Sec 9(1)(i) or 

9(1)(vii) of the domestic law

b. The AE/Affiliates perform their functions wholly outside India.  No part of their

work takes place within India.  Although they do business with India, it cannot be 

‘business connection’ as explained by the Supreme Court in RD Agarwal.  In this regard, 

it may be noted that they deal with ABC on a principal to principal basis and carry on 

thier business in the ordinary course as much as they do with other parties.

c  Cleary the nexus with India is only to the extent their services are utiised in India 

and this does not satisfy the definition of business connection under domestic law.  The 

affiiates/AE also cannot be assumed as having an Agency PE in the form of ABC as they 

donot influence ABC and act on a principal to principal basis.

d. From the DTAA front, the AE/Affiliates donot have a PE - either a fixed place

PE, or an agency pe.  Therefore, Article 7 cannot be applied to bring their income to tax 

as Article 5 (PE) fails.



e. From the perspective of FTS, in my opinion, the services of obtaining quotes, 
negotiating quotes and forwarding the same will not come under managerial, technical or 

consultancy services.  There is no managerial aspect in the absence of any strategy or 

planning. There is no technical service as the services are apparently non-technical.  No 

consultancy either as the question does not state that the AE/affiliates provide 

consultancy services.

f. From the point of view of domestic law as well as DTAA, I am of the view that 
the payment does not fall under FTS.

In view of the above, it is submitted that ABC India need not withhold tax under 

Sec 195 for the cross border freight forwarding services undertaken by them in rleation to 

import shipments.  

2) The landmark decision of the Supreme Court in RD AGarwal continues to lend 
guidance in deciding whether business connection exists.  While no single factor could 

decide the presence or absence of business connection, it will be helpful to take note of 

the follwing principles:

a. Busienss cnnection should presuppse some continuity between the busienss 
carried on and the teritorry of India;

b. Such a connection shoud be strong enough to estabish an real and intimate 
connection

c  Mere buying and selling too and from India without any presence in India cannt 

amount to business connection.

d. There should be a live link between the business and its activity inside India -

also as per Ishikawajima Heavy Industries - SC



In view of the extended definition of BC incuding Dependent AGents, and in the 

context of the above scenario, it is als necessary to ensure that the foreign enterprise does 

not have an agent who:

a. Has and habitually concludes or has authrity to conclude contracts on behalf of 
the foreign enterprise;

b  Maintains and place of storage from where he reguarly deivers to custmers

c. Secures orders frm customers predominanty for the foreign enterprise

3) In the event that a BC or PE is established, only so much of the income that is

attributabe to the BC oor PE can be taxed in India, as provided for in Sec 9(1) of dmestic 

law and Art 7 of the DTAA.  The India Government has come out with a draft paper on 

attribution of income , which may need to be examined in the prcess of computing the 

income attributabe to the BC or PE.

4) The applicability of FTS has already been covered in the answer to the first

quetion.  In the absence of any technical inputs, absence of planning, organising, 

stategising etc and absence of any advisory services, none of the component for FTS 

would apply.
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Answer-to-Question-_2__

1  The subject transaction will result in income deemed to accrue or arise in India 



under Sec 9(1) of the dmestic law as it amounts to an indirect transfer of an asset located 

in India.  Although such a transfer was cnsidered outside the purveiw of Indian tax by the 

Supreme Court in Vodafone, the domestic aw has since been amended to intrduce a 

seprate explanation to SEc 9-1. Under this explanation, the income arising from the sale 

to cayman islands cmpany wil be taxed in India as the value of assets in India is more 

than the threshold of INR 10 crores and is as more than 50% of the total global assets 

held by Sing 1 - assuming there are no other global assets.  The transferor, ie Sing 1 holds 

more than 5% of the transferee company.  So in totallity the income arising to Sing 1 by 

transferring Sing 2 to a Cayman Island company will be income under Sec 9(1).

2. It is possible to take a view that even Art 13-4B of the Treaty only deals with

taransfer of indian shares and does not cover indirect transfers.  The AP High Court in 

Sanofi has clearly established that indirect transfers cannot be brought to tax under 

DTAA unless identical provisions are incorporated in the DTAA.  In the Indo-Sing 

DTAA mention is made only about sale of shares of a company in the other contracting 

state and does not deal with indirect transfers.  Therefore, Sing 1 may avail treaty benefits 

through Art 13-5 to its advantage and avoid Indian tax.

3. Assuming that the transaction is taxable in India, CAyman Island company has

to withold tax in respect of the incme arising.  The company or Sing 1 may also like to 

approach the income tax officer under Sec 195-2 or 195-3 to determine the income and 

the tax to be withheld.

Sing 1 has to file a return of income in India offering the capital gains to tax.

IndCo is obliged to report the indirect transfer u/s 285A of the domestic law

Sing 2 being the transferee cmpany has no obligation under the Indian domestic 

law.

4. If the shares were sold by Sing2, then it would amount to a direct transfer of

Indian shares in which case, the domestic law would tax the capital gains under SEc 9(1) 



even without invoking the indirect transfer provisions.  Under the DTAA, Art 13-4B will 

get trigerred and read with the grandfathering provision, the capital gains will be taxed at 

not more than 50% of the domestic rate of tax.  Sing2 would obviously avail the 

beneficial provisions of the DTAA.  If the shares were acquired by Sing 2 in Indco prior 

to 1 april 2017, Art 13-4A provides complete reilef from Indian tax as the gain is taxable 

only in the state of residence of the alientator, ie, Singapore.
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Answer-to-Question-_3__

1  The case in hand has come up for adjudicaiton in a number of cases in India.  In 

Skies Communications case, where the facts are identical, it was held that the foreign 

enterprise that leases the transponder merely provides a faciity and does not transfer the 

right to usage of any industial commerical or scientiic equipment as claimed by the 

REvenue.  Athough the entire process is highly technical, and ‘secret’ according t 

REvenue, the authority clarified that the services by the foreign enterprise does not 

amount to a transfer of the right to use such technical equipments.

However, Sec 9(1) was subsequently amended as a resut of which any transmissin 

frm sattelite/transponder for uplinking was said to fall under ‘process’ and hence taxable 

as transfer of right to use ‘process’.  Thus, currently, the payments would be taxable 

under the domestic law.

2. XYZ Ltd, being a tax rsident of UK can avail of the Indo-UK treaty.  It may be

noted that although the Indian government has been amending Sec 9-1 to artificially bring 

transactions as the above as Income, there has been no corresponding amendments to the 



treaties, even under the MLI.  In the instant case, since the word ‘process’ has not been 

defined in the treaty in like manner as the domestic law, one cannot attribute the same 

meaning.  One cannot also directly import the meaning ascribed in the domestic law into 

the treaty since a change in the domestic law cannot be read directly into the treaty. It 

would be a violation of the Vienna convention if treaty provisions are altered through the 

backdoor by amending the defintion of certain terms in the domestic law of either State.  

There are a catena of judgements on this matter.  Interestingly, there is aso a recent 

judgement in the case of Reliance Infrastructure that meaning from domestic law cannt be 

imported for ordinary ‘words’ such as process; and that the same can be appliled only for 

‘terms’ such as ‘royalty’ etc which are undefined in the treaties.

3. XYZ ltd may approach the Authority for Advance Rulings to get a ruling on the

taxability of its case.  XYZ has to file a requisite form and make sure that no assessment 

proceedings are pending at the time fiing the application.  The Authority, after giving the 

Principal CIT an opportunity of being heard and after being convinced that the 

transaction is not for tax-avoidance purposes, will conduct its proceedings where the 

applicant and the Revenue can make submissions. Based on the proceedings, a ruling is 

issued whcih is binding, but only on the parties to the ruling.  As long as the same facts 

continue, both the applicant and the Revenue are bound to follow the rulling.  
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Answer-to-Question-_5__

1. Under the INdian domestic law, all dividends declared upto 31 march 2020 were

subject to Dividend Distribution tax of 15% under Sec 115-O payable by the company. 

However after 31 march 2020, dividends have become taxable in the hands of the 

shareholder under the normal rate of taxation under which the shareholder falls.  A as the 



payer, should deduct tax at source under Sec 195 as the payee W is a non-resident.  W 

would be entitled to use the tax paid in India as foreing tax credit against its tax liability 

in UK.

Had the dividends been declared on 31 March 2020, A would have had to pay 

Dividend Distribution tax at 15% of the dividends. No further tax would have to be paid 

by W.  

2. The structuring of the investments into A and the fact that W has no independent

decision making Board ( the ony director is a CPA employed by U and the dividend is 

back-to-back distributed to V) creates a rebuttable presumption that, W may fail the test 

of beneficial owner of the dividends.   Also, the principal purpose of transfering the 

investments should also be clearly justifiable as Art 11  as also Art 28C of the synthesised 

tax of the treat restrics the benefits in cases where the main purpose or one of the main 

purposes of creation or assignment of shares is to take advantage of this article.  

Therefore, one has to examine the provisions of Indo-US treaty to see if the group did 

have any motive to move the investments to W.

Therefore, if the ppt test is satisfied, W can avail of the Indo-UK treaty.  However, 

as mentioned, it is necessary to establish beneficial ownership ( the owner having the 

discretion to deal with the investment in any manner and also with the fruits of such 

investments) so that the lower rate of tax of 10% can be availed of.
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Answer-to-Question-__6_

1. The case under consideration falls under the subject of digital economy. A



permanent establishment can be created in a host country through the following means:

a. Fixed place PE - where there has to be a fixed place of business, satisfying the

test of busincess, location, fixed place and activity. 

b. Construction PE - where presence in constructin sites is required for a minimum

period of time - varying between treaties

c. Service PE - where employees of a foreign enterprise spend a minimum period

of time in connection with the business of the foreign enterp4ise

d. Dependent Agency PE - where an agent in the host country does certain

prescribed activities for the foreign enterprise and is not an independent agent.

Therefore, physical presence is the proxy to establish PE.  In the given case, there is 

no physical presence as the UK company  has all its infrastrucrture in UK and merely 

streams content online.

Therefore, under the INdo-UK Treaty even synthesised for MLI, Best does not have 

a PE in India.

However, India has introduced the concept of Significant Economic Presence ( 

from 1.4.21) as one of the indicators of Business connection under which any transfer of 

goods or services by a non-resident including download of data or software amounts to an 

SEP.  Also systematic and continuous solicitation and business activity also cosntitutes 

SEP and thereby creates a busienss connection.  While the concept of SEP is to be 

introduced only from 1.4.21, the Indo-UK treaty does not have this concept in place and 

hence, Best can avail the treaty to avoid tax in India.

2. Equalisation levy is borrowed from the OECD recommendation to address the

problems arising from digital economy and is part of the BEPS Action Plan 1.  Sec 165 



which initially introduced the equalisation levy on advertsiement related services, has 

been broadened by intducing 165A which encompasswes the host of e-cmmerce services. 

The online content streaming by Best fallls under E cmmerce servies and 

accordingly Sec 165A applies. Best also does not have a PE in India.  Accordinly, Best 

has to pay EL at 2% on a quarterly basis in the manner set out in Sec 166A.   

The Indo-UK treaty only covers Income Taxes paid in India while granting relief 

frm double taxatin.  INterstingly the Indian Revenue has placed the EL under the Annual 

Finance Act and not under the  Income Tax.  Therefore, it would be difficult to obtain 

relief under the Indo-UK treaty.  However the treaty in Artice 2 also states that any 

identical or similar taxes may also be covered provided the competent authorities notify 

the same.  It is understood that Indian authorities are not keen to accept that the EL is an 

identical or similar tax and much less to notify the same under ARtice 2.  Hence Best 

cannot take relief from DTAA on this aspect unless the UK authorities suo moto grant 

this relief.


